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Abstract—In order to maintain a small, stable backlog at the router buffer, active queue management (AQM) algorithms drop packets probabilistically at the onset of congestion, leading to backoffs by Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) flows. However, wireless losses may be misinterpreted as congestive losses and induce spurious backoffs. In this paper, we raise the basic question: Can AQM maintain a stable, small backlog under wireless losses? We find that the representative AQM, random early detection (RED), fails to maintain a stable backlog under time-varying wireless losses. We find that the key to resolving the problem is to robustly track the backlog to a preset reference level, and apply the control-theoretic vehicle, internal model principle, to realize such tracking. We further devise the integral controller (IC) as an embodiment of the principle. Our simulation results show that IC is robust against time-varying wireless losses under various network scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION

Congestion control regulates the amount of data traffic injected by end systems into communication networks, preventing persistent network overloading. In the Internet, it is a task typically implemented jointly by Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and the queue management algorithms in a distributed manner. Running at the end systems, TCP treats packet losses as a signal of network overloading, and backoffs when detecting any losses. Running at an intermediate router, the queue management algorithm monitors the queue length of a router buffer, and drops packets based on buffer occupancy.

Active queue management (AQM) is a class of queue management algorithms first proposed in the 1990s [4], [10]. Contrary to the traditional queue management algorithms that do not drop packets until buffer overflow, AQM probabilistically drops packets before buffer overflow based on a dropping rate determined from the past and/or present queue lengths. This keeps the backlog at router buffers small and desynchronizes the backoffs of the end systems. When operating effectively, AQM stabilizes the packet queue around a low level, so that 1) the end-to-end delay can be reduced and the delay jitter can be smoothed out; 2) sufficient buffer space is maintained to absorb bursty traffic, and 3) the bottleneck link is kept backlogged and thus fully utilized.

The next generation network is expected to be a heterogeneous network of networks, including both wired and wireless components. Wireless networks may extend beyond access networks to backhaul networks [13], and even backbone networks.

The characteristics of wireless links pose great challenges to the existing congestion control mechanisms, which are designed based on certain principles that may not hold in the wireless environment [17]. Most notably, signals propagating over wireless links are subject to severe interference, noise, and propagation loss. Packets transmitted over wireless links may be damaged to an extent beyond the recovery capability of error control codes (if any), and are thus discarded. This constitutes another cause of packet loss, in addition to congestive loss. The implications of wireless losses on the design of congestion control are two-fold. First, TCP tends to misinterpret wireless losses as congestive losses and back off unnecessarily, thereby possibly underutilizing the network capacity. The problem has motivated numerous TCP variants in the literature and is not the focus of this paper.

Second, the extra source of packet losses may interfere with the normal operation of AQM, which communicates implicitly with TCP via active packet drops. When many TCP flows are sharing a bottleneck wireless link, it is unlikely that a large fraction of them will experience wireless losses simultaneously (unless a link is broken). Thus, spurious backoffs due to wireless losses would affect the aggregate transmission of all flows much less severely than when there are only a few flows. The wireless link will still be kept backlogged, as shown by our simulation results.1 Yet, it casts doubt on the following basic question (BQ):

(BQ) Can AQM maintain a stable, small backlog under wireless losses?

The question is largely unexplored in the literature, and is the focus of this work. In our simulation experiments, we find that random early detection (RED) [4], one of the most representative AQM algorithms, fails to maintain a stable backlog under wireless losses.

Apparently, the problem may be made trivial by applying one of the following two approaches:

1. Design a TCP enhancement that can fully differentiate between congestive and wireless losses. Unfortunately, this is hardly attainable due to the limited network information available to the end systems. Our simulation experiments demonstrate that the performance problem of RED persists when the end systems are running wireless TCP enhancements like TCP-NCL [16], which has been shown to be very successful in differentiating congestive and wireless losses.

2. Use packet marking instead of packet dropping to signal network congestion, such as [3]. However, we argue that a globally enabled marking scheme is impractical due to heterogeneity of the Internet.2

We therefore opt to tackle the problem through the loss-

1The observation has also been reported in the literature and shaped the design principles of several enhancements for adapting TCP to high-speed and/or wireless networks. Interested readers can refer to [6], [25] and the references therein.

2For example, explicit congestion notification (ECN) [22] is the most widely adopted marking scheme, but is generally disabled by default in several versions of Microsoft Windows [7].
based AQM enhancements, which make use of packet drops for signalling network congestion. We model the dynamics of the congestion control system around its equilibrium by a linear control system, and study the interaction of wireless losses and AQM in this control-theoretic framework. By employing the queue size as the system output, wireless losses are considered as disturbances to the system.

Furthermore, we propose a family of solutions for stabilizing the queue size against wireless losses based on the internal model principle [5]. The internal model principle rejects disturbances, or forces the part of the output due to disturbances to asymptotically converge to zero, by including a model of the disturbances, or poles of the disturbances, as part of the feedback control loop. In the case of the congestion control system, it can be realized by simply modifying the formula of the packet dropping rate in AQM. The application of the internal model principle in combating wireless losses offers the following advantages:

1. It enables AQM to adjust the packet dropping rate to compensate for the packet drops due to wireless losses without any specific knowledge about the wireless packet error rate (WPER);
2. It is realized as an independent module in AQM, and thus offers good extensibility to incorporate other AQM enhancements, such as [26], for improving inter-flow fairness in ad-hoc networks.

By assuming the intensity of wireless losses to be slowly time-varying, we devise the integral controller (IC) as an embodiment of the internal model principle. We have developed the design rules for IC. Our simulation results show that IC is capable of maintaining stable queue sizes and performing effective congestion avoidance against wireless losses. Its performance is maintained in the presence of perturbing traffic flows (e.g. HTTP traffic).

This paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the related work in the literature and puts our work in perspective. Section III discusses BQ using several simulated examples, and exposes the performance problem of RED. Section IV presents our system model, a linear control system obtained by linearizing the non-linear control system of TCP/AQM, as the basis for our analysis. Section V proposes a family of solutions for enhancing AQM to combat wireless losses based on the internal model principle, including IC. The design rules are developed for IC. Section VI presents our simulation results. Section VII concludes the paper and discusses some possible extensions of our work.

Notation conventions: we use bold fonts to denote matrices and vectors, as in \( \mathbf{x}(t) \), except for the diagonal matrix \( \Lambda \). When the time index is not specified, such as “\( x \)”, we refer to an equilibrium value. We use \( \dot{x}(t) \) and \( \ddot{x}(t) \) to represent \( (x(t) - x) \) and \( (\lambda x(t) - x) \), respectively. \( \lambda(\cdot) \) and \( \sigma(\cdot) \) denotes the eigenvalue and singular value of a matrix, respectively.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we summarize the related work on the design and analysis of AQM, focusing on those applying the control-theoretic approaches and/or adapting AQM to wireless networks.

First proposed in 1993, RED [10] demonstrates the inherent advantage of AQM in helping the network operate in the optimal region of high throughput and low delay. However, parameter tunings and new variants of RED invariably adopted the trial-and-error approach due to the difficulties in understanding the dynamics of TCP/AQM.

The fluid models of TCP/AQM, as presented in, for example, [14], [19], [21], provide a basis for systematic design and analysis of AQM. The optimization-based approach [14], [18] interprets TCP/AQM as a distributed algorithm for solving a utility maximization problem, subject to capacity constraints. The major focus is on the optimal solutions attained at the equilibria. However, transient responses of AQM are mostly ignored.

The control-theoretic approaches views Internet congestion control as a non-linear control system. The system is first linearized around its equilibrium so as to analyze the dynamics of TCP/AQM around the equilibrium. This enables parameter tuning of RED and design of new AQM algorithms based on frequency-domain analysis [11], [12], [20], which is powerful in improving the transient response of AQM and guaranteeing the stability of the linear system. Interested readers can refer to [23] for a survey. The work in this area closest to our study is [11], which designs a proportional-integral (PI) controller for the general network topology. Generally, IC in our work can be considered a special case of the PI controller with the proportional part being set to zero. However, the PI controller considered in [11] assumes the proportional part to be non-zero, so that it cannot be reduced to IC. Moreover, we apply IC to combat wireless losses, whereas [11] focuses on designing a PI controller in wired networks.

The global stability and region of attraction of Internet congestion control have been studied in the context of a non-linear system. Please refer to [8], [27] and the references therein. In a nutshell, these are concerned with whether the system will converge to the equilibrium starting from a feasible initial status not necessarily close to the equilibrium [15]. Among them, Fan et al. [8] examined the robustness of the network flow control against disturbances. Yet, the AQM in [8] is static rate-based, which determines the packet dropping rate as a function of the instantaneous incoming data rate. Our work considers buffer-based AQM variants, which are widely used in the Internet to determine the packet dropping rate from the queue length.

In adapting AQM to wireless networks, the inter-flow fairness in ad-hoc networks can be improved [26] by virtually aggregating packets queued in those interfering nodes to one queue, and applying AQM to manage the queue. The fairness issue is complementary to the focus of this work, i.e. stability and robustness against wireless losses. It is also worth noting that our proposal shares the common feature of AQM that packets are dropped roughly proportionally to the bandwidth share of each flow, thereby improving fairness over the traditional queue management algorithms on the per-link basis. Moreover, as noted earlier in Section I, it offers good extensibility to accommodate enhancements, such as [26].

III. AQM UNDER WIRELESS LOSSES

In this section, based on a simulation study, we discuss BQ raised in Section I: Can AQM maintain a stable, small backlog...
under wireless losses?

We use the simulation topology as exhibited in Fig. 1, similar to [1], [6]. It models the scenario in which two wired LANs are connected via a full duplex wireless link. A total of \( N \) pairs of source and destination are connected via the wireless bottleneck link with capacity 15 Mbps, and propagation delay 50 ms. Within each pair \((S_i, D_i)\), \( M \) long-lived TCP flows are set up from \( S_i \) to \( D_i \). The flows are simulated for 1400 seconds. The size of a link buffer is 800 packets. We vary WPER of the bottleneck link. Time is divided into periods, each of exponential distribution, with a mean of 100 seconds. At the beginning of each period, WPER of the bottleneck link is determined from a uniform distribution over \([0, 4\%]\), and is then kept constant during that period.\(^3\)

RED is employed as the AQM algorithm in this simulation study. The parameters are set based on the result of the frequency domain analysis in [12].

We first consider the following question: Is a wireless link backlogged under wireless losses? Fig. 2 shows the queueing dynamics when the end systems are running TCP NewReno [9], a standardized TCP variant. When there are only 20 flows traversing the bottleneck link as shown in Fig. 2(a), spurious backoffs of some flows due to wireless losses affect the aggregate transmission of the flows considerably. The aggregate connection goodput is measured to be around 12 Mbps, or 80\% of the link capacity. When the number of flows increases to 100 as shown in Fig. 3(b), the link is always backlogged. Again, we note that the backlog fluctuates severely. Although we can enhance TCP to attain more accurate differentiation between congestive losses and wireless losses, the accuracy in differentiation is nevertheless constrained by the limited information on the network status available to end systems. On the other hand, the equilibrium backlog level is very sensitive to the change in WPER. The fluctuation will persist even when only a small fraction of wireless losses are misinterpreted by TCP as congestive losses.

Therefore, the backlog fluctuation cannot be reduced signifi-
By [19], we have:

\[ W_f(t) = x_f(t - d_f)(1 - q_f(t)) + \frac{1}{W_f(t)} - x_f(t - d_f)q_f(t) - \frac{W_f(t)}{2} \]

where \( p_l(t) \) and \( p_w(t) \) are the packet dropping probabilities over Link \( l \) due to AQM and wireless losses, respectively. We note that a packet needs to be stored in the buffer managed by AQM, before being transmitted over the link subject to wireless losses. Thus, the delay between packet transmission and packet drop due to wireless losses is slightly greater than the delay between packet transmission and packet drop due to AQM. Nevertheless, we assume the difference to be negligible for simplicity.

For each link \( l \), the instantaneous queue size \( b_l(t) \) is determined by the aggregate incoming data rate \( y_l(t) \) and the link capacity \( c_l \), following the system dynamics:

\[ b_l(t) = y_l(t) - c_l \]

\[ y_l(t) \] is the sum of the time-delayed source rates of all flows traversing Link \( l \):

\[ y_l(t) = \sum_{f \in F} R_{lf} x_f(t - d_{fl}) \approx \sum_{f \in F} R_{lf} W_f(t - d_{fl}) d_f(t) \]

The approximation above is made based on the assumption that \( d_f(t) \), which is determined by the collective transmission of many flows, varies in a larger timescale than \( x_f(t) \).

Besides data transmission and packet dropping, the dynamics of flows and links are also coupled via RTTs of the flows. RTT is the sum of the queuing delays for all links traversed and the round-trip propagation delay, \( \tau_f \):

\[ d_f(t) = \tau_f + \sum_{l \in F} R_{lf} b_l(t)/c_l \]

Denote the Laplace transforms of \((\hat{p}_l(t)) : l \in L, (p_w(t)) : l \in L, \) and \((b_l(t)) : l \in L\) as \( \tilde{p}(s) \), \( p_w(s) \), and \( b(s) \), respectively. Following a procedure similar to [12], we linearize the non-linear system specified in (3), (4), (5), and (6) around its equilibrium attained with \( p_w(t) \equiv 0 \), and apply the Laplace transform to the resulting linear system. Define a plant transfer function matrix, \( P(s) \), as the transfer function from \((\tilde{p}(s) + p_w(s))\) to \( b(s) \), we obtain:

\[ P(s) = -\left(sI + R \text{ diag}(W_f/d_f)R^T \text{ diag}(1/c_l)^{-1} \cdot R_F(s) \text{ diag} \left( \frac{e^{-sd_f}}{(s + q_w d_f)q_f} \right) R_F(-s)^T \right) \]

\( P(s) \) represents the interaction of the TCP dynamics, queuing dynamics, and routing. The stability of this open-loop system can be established by the following lemma [11].

**Lemma 1:** The system specified in (8) is stable if \( R \) is of full row rank.

It is time to include AQM into the model. In the time domain, AQM determines \( p(t) \) based on \( b(t) \). In the frequency domain, this corresponds to taking \( b(s) \) as input and producing \( \tilde{p}(s) \) as output, that can be represented by a transfer function matrix of dimension \(|L| \times |L|\), denoted as \( C(s) \). The control loop is therefore closed, as shown in Fig. 4.

The stability of this closed-loop system can be established by the following lemma.

**Lemma 2:** The system in Fig. 4 is stable if \( \det(I + P(s)C(s)) \) contains zeros on the open left half plane (OLHP) only.

**Proof:** The proof is omitted due to space limitations.

Finally, the role of wireless losses is represented by \( p_w(s) \) in Fig. 4. Together with \( \tilde{p}(s) \), \( p_w(s) \) determines the system output \( b(s) \) via \( P(s) \). However, while \( \tilde{p}(s) \) is in turn determined by \( b(s) \) via \( C(s) \) and thus part of the feedback control loop, \( p_w(s) \) is not in the loop but serves as an external disturbance to the system.
V. ROBUST AQM BASED ON INTERNAL MODEL PRINCIPLE

In this section, we develop an approach to track the backlog to a reference level despite the presence of wireless losses, based on the frequency domain representation of the TCP/AQM system under wireless losses as shown in Figure 4. Our discussion in Section III, the objective is to maintain a stable, small backlog under wireless losses.

In the time domain, the prescribed objective is met if \( \tilde{b}(t) \), the backlog deviation from the equilibrium level, converges asymptotically to zero. This means that \( \tilde{b}(s) \) does not contain any unstable poles in the frequency domain.

We begin by noting the following relationship between \( \tilde{b} \) and \( p_w \):

\[
\tilde{b}(s) = (I + P(s)C(s))^{-1}P(s)p_w(s) \tag{9}
\]

On the other hand, without loss of generality, we can express the disturbance of wireless losses, \( p_w \), as:

\[
p_w(s) = \frac{1}{\phi(s)}k(s) \tag{10}
\]

where \( \phi(s) \in \mathbb{F} \) contains all the unstable poles of \( p_w \) and \( k(s) \triangleq \phi(s)p_w(s) \). \( \mathbb{F} \) denotes the set of the rational functions in \( s \). Obviously, all entries in \( k(s) \) will not contain any unstable poles. The unstable poles determine the asymptotic behaviour of \( p_w(s) \). Thus, \( \frac{1}{\phi(s)}k(s) \) is often referred to as a model of the disturbance. It follows that:

\[
\tilde{b}(s) = \frac{1}{\phi(s)}(I + P(s)C(s))^{-1}P(s)k(s) \tag{11}
\]

When the system in Fig. 4 is stable, the unstable poles of \( \tilde{b}(s) \), if any, come from the unstable poles contained in \( \phi(s) \). To attain disturbance rejection of \( p_w \), or to prevent the unstable poles contained in \( \phi(s) \) from becoming poles of \( \tilde{b}(s) \), the internal model principle proposes to insert the model of disturbance \( \frac{1}{\phi(s)}k(s) \) inside the feedback loop.

The design of AQM determines \( C(s) \), whereas the plant transfer function \( P(s) \) is invariant across different AQM algorithms. Therefore, we put \( \frac{1}{\phi(s)}k(s) \) inside the feedback loop by selecting \( C(s) \) as:

\[
C(s) = \frac{1}{\phi(s)}\Lambda_N(s)\Lambda_D(s)^{-1} \tag{12}
\]

where \( \Lambda_N(s) \), \( \Lambda_D(s) \in \mathbb{F}^{[L] \times [L]} \) are coprime diagonal matrices. \( \det(\Lambda_N(s)) \) does not share roots with \( \phi(s) \), and \( \det(\Lambda_D(s)) \) does not have any roots on the closed right half plane (CRHP). We constrain \( C(s) \) to be diagonal so that each intermediate router can execute the AQM algorithm distributedly without incurring the need of exchanging the instantaneous queue sizes with each other.

**Theorem 1:** Consider the system in Fig. 4 with \( P(s) \) and \( C(s) \) as specified in (8) and (12), respectively. Suppose the conditions of Lemmas 1 and 2 hold so that both open-loop and closed-loop stabilities are established. Let \( P(s) = D^{-1}(s)N(s) \) be a left coprime factorization. The system attains disturbance rejection of (10) if \( \det(N(s)) \) does not contain zeros at the roots of \( \phi(s) \).

**Proof:** Substituting (12) into (11) gives:

\[
\tilde{b}(s) = \Lambda_D(s)(\phi(s)D(s)\Lambda_D(s) + N(s)\Lambda_N(s))^{-1}N(s)k(s) \tag{13}
\]

Disturbance rejection is attained if none of the zeros of \( \det(\phi(s)D(s)\Lambda_D(s) + N(s)\Lambda_N(s)) \), which include the poles of \( \tilde{b}(s) \) as a subset, are in CRHP. For the roots of \( \phi(s) \) (which are unstable poles of \( p_w(s) \) and thus on CRHP), the determinant reduces to:

\[
\det(N(s)\Lambda_N(s)) = \det(N(s))\det(\Lambda_N(s)) \tag{14}
\]

This is non-zero since neither \( \det(\Lambda_N(s)) \) nor \( \det(\Lambda_N(s)) \) contains zeros at the roots of \( \phi(s) \) by assumption.

For \( s \in \{ s | \Re(s) \geq 0 \text{ and } \phi(s) \neq 0 \} \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\det(\phi(s)D(s)\Lambda_D(s) + N(s)\Lambda_N(s)) &= \det(D(s))\det(\Lambda_D(s)) \\
&\cdot \det(\phi(s)I + P(s)\Lambda_N(s)\Lambda_D(s)^{-1}) \\
&= \phi(s)^{|L|} \det(D(s))\det(\Lambda_D(s)) \\
&\cdot \det(I + P(s)C(s))
\end{align*}
\]

(15)

We now consider the three determinants in the final expression above one by one. As \( R \) is of full row rank, \( P(s) \) does not have any unstable poles and thus \( \det(D(s)) \) does not contain any zeros on CRHP. Neither \( \det(\Lambda_D(s)) \) nor \( \det(I + P(s)C(s)) \) contain zeros on CRHP by assumption.

Note that CRHP is a subset of \( \{ s | \Re(s) \geq 0 \text{ and } \phi(s) \neq 0 \} \).

Thus, we conclude that \( \det(\phi(s)I + P(s)\Lambda_N(s)\Lambda_D(s)^{-1}) \) does not contain zeros on CRHP.

**Remark 1:** When \( \det(N(s)) \) does contain zeros at some roots of \( \phi(s) \), there will be some cancellations of unstable zero-pole pairs between \( C(s) \) and \( P(s) \). This violates the condition of total stability, which means that every possible input-output pair of the system is bounded-input-bounded-output (BIBO) stable. It is one of the physical constraints that a practical system should meet. Interested readers can refer to [5] for details.

**Remark 2:** The attained disturbance rejection is robust against perturbation to \( P(s) \), \( \Lambda_N(s) \), and \( \Lambda_D(s) \), as long as the mild assumptions of Theorem 1 continue to hold after the perturbation. In practice, the TCP AIMD parameters, routing topologies, and network capacities may change over time, leading to such perturbation. The AQM design specified in (12) can nonetheless maintain the robustness against wireless losses.

**Remark 3:** The attained disturbance rejection is not robust against errors in implementing \( \phi(s) \). Consider when \( \phi(s) \) is inaccurately implemented as \( \tilde{\phi}(s) \), \( C(s) \) thus becomes:

\[
C(s) = \frac{1}{\tilde{\phi}(s)}\Lambda_N(s)\Lambda_D(s)^{-1} \tag{17}
\]

It follows that we have \( \tilde{b}(s) \) as (18). In (18), \( \tilde{b}(s) \) contains the stable poles only while \( D_2(s) \) contains the unstable poles of \( \phi(s) \), and represents the steady state errors in tracking the backlog to a reference queue size due to the inexact cancellation of zeros between \( \phi(s) \) and \( \tilde{\phi}(s) \). Nevertheless, it is still very meaningful to apply the internal model principle with inexact implementation of \( \phi(s) \). This reduces the steady state errors compared to when the principle is not applied. For example, consider the simple case that \( \phi(s) = s - a \) and \( \tilde{\phi}(s) = s - a + e \), where \( a \) and \( e \) represent
an unstable pole and the error involved in implementing $\phi(s)$, respectively. $\hat{b}_2(s)$ then reduces to:

$$\hat{b}_2(s) = \Lambda_D(s)(\hat{\phi}(s)D(s)\Lambda_D(s) + N(s)\Lambda_N(s))^{-1}N(s)k(s)$$

which is proportional to $\epsilon$. Therefore, we can keep the steady state error minimal with a good approximate implementation of $\phi(s)$.

Generally, Theorem 1 can be applied in two directions. On the one hand, when $\phi(s)$ is known, we construct an appropriate $C(s)$ to yield a desired disturbance rejection. For example, wireless losses may vary periodically at a frequency, say, $\frac{1}{2\pi f}$, resulting in $\phi(s) = 1 - e^{-T_d s}$. An AQM with $C(s)$ containing $(1 - e^{-T_d s})$ as the denominator can potentially help maintain a stable, small backlog under wireless losses with a periodic time-varying packet loss rate. This deserves further study in the future.

On the other hand, without any specific knowledge of $\phi(s)$, $\phi(s)$ can be designed to serve as a good approximation for the general scenarios. We are going to investigate the design of such a controller in the next subsection.

### A. Design of IC

Here, we approximate the disturbance $p_w$ as a step input function. This approximation is valid as long as the linear system in consideration converges much faster than the variations in the WPDR. It follows that $\phi(s) = s$. From (12), we can choose the diagonal element of $C(s)$ as:

$$C_{ll}(s) = \frac{g_l}{s}, \quad 1 \leq l \leq |L|$$

which is essentially an IC. It converts its input into the integral of that input in the time domain. The proposed IC will be part of any other $C(s)$ satisfying (20) and $\phi(s) = s$, and is the essential element fulfilling the integral model principle. Denote:

$$\hat{R}_F(\cdot) \triangleq \text{diag}(c_l)^{-1}R_F(\cdot)\text{diag}(\frac{W_f}{d_f})$$

$$\omega_g \triangleq 0.1 \min_{l \in L, f \in F} \left( \frac{2}{d_f W_f} \frac{1}{d_f} \frac{\sigma^2_{\min}(\hat{R}_F(0)) c_l}{W_f} \right)$$

The following proposition gives the design rules for the proposed IC.

**Proposition 1:** Consider the system in Fig. 4 with $P(s)$ and $C(s)$ as specified in (8) and (20), respectively. Suppose that $R$ is of full row rank. Let $g_l$ be chosen as $\frac{c_l}{s}$. The system is closed-loop stable and attains disturbance rejection of $p_w$ as specified in (10) with $\phi(s) = s$ if:

$$g \leq \omega_g \left( \frac{4 \sigma^2_{\min}(\hat{R}_F(0))}{\|\hat{R}_F(0)\|_1} \right) \frac{1}{(\max_{f \in F} d_f W_f) \max_{f \in F} W_f}$$

We note that $\phi(s)$ corresponds to the “pattern” in the variation of wireless losses. Knowledge about $\phi(s)$ is a much weaker assumption than knowledge about the exact WPDR.

In the case of homogeneous flows sharing a bottleneck link with $max_f W_f \geq 2$, a simplified condition can be obtained as:

$$g \leq 0.8(N_\cdot)^3 \frac{d_f^2 c^2}{F}$$

where $N_\cdot$, $d_\cdot$, and $c$ correspond to the lower bound for the number of flows, the upper bound for the round-trip time (RTT), and the link capacity, respectively.

**Proof:** The proof follows a similar line of reasoning as [24].

**Remark 4:** In [11], the PI controller is designed in the form of $\frac{k_i}{s^2} + k_p$, which cannot be reduced to the proposed IC as specified in (20).

After the discretization via the bilinear transform for an IC, the packet dropping rate for each link $l$ can be computed as:

$$p_l[k] = p_l[k-1] + G_l(b_l[k] - b_l)$$

where $G_l = \frac{k_l}{f_i}$. $f_i$ is the sampling frequency, i.e., the frequency at which the queue size is sampled and (25) is used to update the packet dropping rate. $p_l[k]$ and $b_l[k]$ are the step-wise packet dropping rate and queue size, respectively. The computation can be realized as an independent module in AQM, taking the queue length of a buffer as input and computing the packet dropping rate due to the IC as the output.

**Example 1:** Consider the scenario illustrated in Fig. 1, with the wireless link of capacity 15 Mbps and propagation delay of 50 ms. A data packet is 1000 bytes long, and thus $c_l = 1875$ packets/second. A total of $N = 100$ homogeneous TCP flows share the link. Suppose that the equilibrium queue size is $b_l = 220$ packets. It follows that $d_f$ is around 0.2 seconds. Applying (24) using $d_\cdot = 0.2$ seconds, $N_\cdot = N = 100$, and $c = c_l = 1875$ packets,

$$g \leq 0.8 \cdot \frac{100^3}{d_\cdot^2 \cdot 1875^4} \approx 0.3793$$

**Example 2:** Consider another network scenario illustrated in Fig. 5, which consists of three wired local area networks (LANs) interconnected to create a wide area network (WAN) via wireless links. Three sets of flows $F_1$, $F_2$, and $F_3$ share the network. There

\begin{align}
\hat{b}_1(s) & \triangleq \Lambda_D(s)\hat{\phi}(s)D(s)\Lambda_D(s) + N(s)\Lambda_N(s)^{-1}N(s)k(s) + \Lambda_D(s)\hat{\phi}(s)D(s)\Lambda_D(s) + N(s)\Lambda_N(s)^{-1}N(s)k(s) \frac{\hat{\phi}(s) - \phi(s)}{\phi(s)} \\
\hat{b}_2(s) & \triangleq \Lambda_D(s)\hat{\phi}(s)D(s)\Lambda_D(s) + N(s)\Lambda_N(s)^{-1}N(s)k(s) \frac{\hat{\phi}(s) - \phi(s)}{\phi(s)}
\end{align}
are \( N_1 = 60, N_2 = 50, \) and \( N_3 = 20 \) flows in \( F_1, F_2, \) and \( F_3, \) respectively. Flows within the same set are homogeneous. Each of the flows in \( F_i \) \( (i = 1, 2, 3) \) traverses from \( S_{ij} \) to \( D_{ij}, \) where \( 1 \leq j \leq 60 \) for \( i = 1, 1 \leq j \leq 50 \) for \( i = 2, \) and \( 1 \leq j \leq 20 \) for \( i = 3. \) We thus have two wireless bottleneck links, whose dynamics are coupled via flows in \( F_3. \) Suppose that the equilibrium queue sizes of both wireless links are \( b_1 = b_2 = 200 \) packets. Let \( d_i \) and \( W_i \) be the equilibrium RTT and window size for each of the flows in \( F_i, \) respectively. It follows that:

\[
c = (1600, 1200) \text{ packets/second}
\]

\[
d \approx (0.18, 0.22, 0.35)^T \text{ seconds}
\]

\[
W \approx (4.2, 4.5, 3.2)^T \text{ packets}
\]

and thus \( \| \hat{\mathbf{R}}_F(0) \|_1 \approx 0.017. \)

Now, the matrix \( \hat{\mathbf{R}}_F(0)\hat{\mathbf{R}}_F(0)^T \) becomes:

\[
\hat{\mathbf{R}}_F(0)\hat{\mathbf{R}}_F(0)^T \approx \begin{pmatrix} 0.014 & 0.00065 \\ 0.00065 & 0.015 \end{pmatrix}
\]

(26)

which gives \( \sigma^2_{\min}(\hat{\mathbf{R}}_F(0)) \approx 0.0136. \)

By (22) and (23),

\[
\omega_g \approx 0.1 \min \left( \frac{2}{0.35 \cdot 3.2 \cdot 4 \cdot 0.0136 \cdot 1200}, \frac{1}{0.35 \cdot 4.5} \right) \approx 0.1786
\]

\[
g \leq 0.1786 \cdot \frac{0.017}{0.35 \cdot 3.2} \cdot \frac{1}{0.0136 \cdot 4 \cdot 4.5} \approx 0.1134
\]

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed IC and RED using Network Simulator (ns) Version 2.29. This is necessary because the robustness and stability of IC have been established in the context of the linearized congestion control system, which is nonlinear in reality. Sections VI-A and VI-B present the simulation results using the topologies illustrated in Figs. 1 and 5, respectively.

For IC, the packet dropping rate is updated at a frequency of 10 Hz. Nevertheless, we have repeated the experiments with a different implementation of IC, which updates the packet dropping rate at every packet arrival as RED does, with similar results reported.

The parameters of IC and RED follow Proposition 1 and [11], [12], respectively. For RED, \( p_{\text{Max}} \) and the queue weight are set to \( 0.1 \) and \( 2.6 \times 10^{-6}, \) respectively. The parameters \( \text{minThresh} \) and \( \text{maxThresh} \) of RED, and the gain of IC, \( G_i, \) vary and will be specified in the discussion whenever necessary.

A. One Wireless Bottleneck Link

In the topology illustrated in Fig. 1, \( N \) source-destination pairs are connected via a wireless bottleneck link with capacity \( c \) Mbps, and propagation delay \( \tau \) ms. Within each pair \( (S_i, D_i) \), \( M \) long-lived TCP Reno flows are sent from \( S_i \) to \( D_i. \) The size of the link buffer and the reference queue size of IC are set to 800 packets and 220 packets, respectively. Time is divided into periods, each of which follows an exponential distribution with a mean of 0.0015 seconds. At the beginning of each period, the WPER of the bottleneck link is reset following a uniform distribution over \([0, L_m].\)

Figs. 6-9 plot the traces of the queue sizes under various configurations summarized in Table I. The “HTTP” and “CBR” columns in Table I indicate whether there are hypertext transfer protocol (HTTP) and constant bit rate (CBR) traffic flows coexisting with the long-lived TCP traffic flows, respectively. The final three columns are the parameter settings of IC and RED, which are computed from the network settings.

![Figure 6](image)

(a) \( N = 100, M = 1. \)

(b) \( N = 20, M = 5. \)

Fig. 6. Comparison of queue length dynamics under different configurations of \( M \) and \( N. \)
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(a) Larger variations in WPER. (b) More frequent variations in WPER.

Fig. 7. Comparison of queue length dynamics under different wireless losses.

The network configurations for Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) are the same as those for Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(c), respectively. We observe that IC helps maintain a stable queue size throughout the simulation period. Despite the variations in WPER, the equilibrium queue size of IC tracks the reference level (220 packets) very well. We do observe occasional “spikes” in the queueing dynamics with IC. This is because IC needs to converge to a new equilibrium packet dropping rate to maintain the same equilibrium queue size when WPER changes. Nevertheless, the transition is much smoother than that of RED since the equilibrium queue size is unchanged and IC has better transient response than RED. Moreover, while the difference between the two equilibrium packet dropping rates should be approximately the change in WPER, IC is self-adaptive and does not require any knowledge about WPER for completing the transition. We note that this is an essential property of the wireless AQM enhancements based on the internal model principle.

In addition, Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) exhibit similar queueing dynamics. Generally, in all of our conducted simulation experiments, the queueing dynamics are quite similar across different values of \( M \) for \( 1 \leq M \leq 10, \) as long as the total number of flows, \( NM, \) is kept constant.

Fig. 7(a) and Fig. 7(b) exhibit the queueing dynamics against wireless losses with larger variations and more frequent variations in WPER, respectively. Correspondingly, RED exhibits more severe and more frequent fluctuations, respectively. IC basically maintains a stable queue size around the reference level in both cases, except that occasional spikes due to transitions become larger in Fig. 7(a). This is expected, since more abrupt “jumps” in WPER need IC to undergo greater changes in the equilibrium packet dropping rate.

Fig. 8(a)-(c) exhibit the queueing dynamics with “fatter” pipes, i.e., a bottleneck link with larger propagation delay or higher
bandwidth. Fig. 8(a) increases the propagation delay to 200 ms, approximately the two-way propagation delay with a geostationary satellite [2], and maintains the total number of flows to be 100. We observe that the queue length dynamics tend to fluctuate very severely for both IC and RED. In fact, the link is not backlogged for a significant portion of time.

The congestion window of a TCP flow regulates the number of packets in transit. It grows larger with a fatter pipe, since more packets in transit are needed to keep the pipe full. When a wireless packet loss occurs, the corresponding flow will spuriously halve its window. With a fatter pipe, the window reduction becomes larger. There are more severe fluctuations on the number of packets in transit, thereby possibly falling below the size of the pipe ($\approx 2c\tau$) and leaving the link not backlogged. We recall that, when a link is not backlogged, it is outside the operational region of the wireless AQM enhancements.

To mitigate the effect of fatter pipes, we can increase the number of TCP flows so that the congestion window of a single flow becomes smaller. Fig. 8(b) plots the queueing dynamics when the total number of flows is increased to 200. In this case, we observe that the link is backlogged throughout the simulation, and IC can effectively maintain a stable queue size. The backlog fluctuation with RED is not very significant due to the reduction in $maxThresh$, where $maxThresh$ is the maximum queue size allowed by RED. However, such reduction is generally not recommended in other scenarios due to the stability requirement of RED [12].

Fig. 9(a)-(c) exhibit the queueing dynamics with the presence of other traffic. Fig. 9(a) plots the queueing dynamics when we introduce the HTTP traffic into the dumbbell topology. In doing so, we attach 120 web client nodes to R1 and ten web server nodes to R2. We can see that the traces of the queue size are more “noisy”, since the introduction of the HTTP traffic leads to a greater fluctuation on the network load. Nevertheless, IC demonstrates an effective and robust tracking of the reference queue level against the disruptions from both perturbing traffic and wireless losses.

Fig. 9(b) plots the queueing dynamics when we introduce CBR traffic into the dumbbell topology. In doing so, we attach 30 user datagram protocol (UDP) sources to R1 and their corresponding destinations to R2. Each UDP flow is driven by a long-lived CBR source at the constant rate of 0.1 Mbps. The UDP flows represent unresponsive flows that do not back off upon network congestion. With RED, the backlog generally shifts up due to the increased long-lived traffic load. On the other hand, IC still maintains a robust tracking of the reference queue level, despite the presence of unresponsive flows.
Fig. 9(c) plots the queueing dynamics when both HTTP and CBR traffics are present. We can identify the aforementioned impact of introducing HTTP and CBR traffics. With RED, the backlog trace becomes more "noisy" and shifts up as well. With IC, the backlog becomes more "noisy" but still tracks the reference level.

B. Two Wireless Bottleneck Links

In the topology illustrated in Fig. 5, the network configuration follows those in Example 2. The size of the two link buffers are both 600 packets. For both links, minThresh and maxThresh of RED are set to 150 and 500 packets, respectively. \( G_i \) is set to \( 7 \times 10^{-6} \) and \( 9.5 \times 10^{-6} \) for Links 1 and 2, respectively. We introduce time-varying losses into both links, with an average loss period of 100 s and a maximum WPER of 3 %. The simulation results are plotted in Fig. 10. Again, severe fluctuations can be observed in the queue sizes with RED over Link 1. On the other hand, IC is successful in maintaining stable queue sizes throughout the simulation. Similar results are reported for Link 2.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper is centered around BQ: Can AQM maintain a small, stable queue under wireless losses? We carry out a series of study. We find that RED, one of the most representative AQMs, fails to maintain a stable queue size against time-varying wireless losses. The key to solving the problem is for AQM to force the queue size to track a reference queue level, despite the presence of wireless losses. Based on the frequency domain representation of TCP/AQM, we apply the internal model principle to reject the disturbances of wireless losses, thereby attaining such robust tracking. We devise the integral controller (IC) as an embodiment of the internal model principle, and develop a set of design rules for IC. We have conducted a series of experiments to examine the performance of IC and compare it with RED. In particular, we have evaluated the impact of severe variations of wireless losses, fat pipes, and the HTTP traffic on the two AQM algorithms. In general, IC demonstrates very robust performance in maintaining a small, stable backlog under wireless losses.

There are several possible extensions to our work, including:
1. developing a global stability analysis for the system of TCP/buffer-based AQM perturbed by wireless losses;
2. applying Theorem 1 to design AQM that attains clean disturbance rejection of wireless losses with known \( \phi(s) \), as discussed in Section V, and;
3. developing a unified AQM solution for resolving both fairness and stability issues in ad-hoc wireless networks.
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